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Abstract
The liquid-liquid critical point hypothesis suggests that liquid water exists in two liquid states with different local structures,
so-called high- and low-density liquid (HDL, LDL). At ambient pressure water locally fluctuates between these two states,
with the fluctuations becoming more pronounced as the liquid is supercooled. In this thesis, we explore the role of molecular
heterogeneity in the structural dynamics of aqueous solutions, specifically investigating the interplay of different solutes
in water with the hypothesized HDL-LDL fluctuations. In our experimental approach, we utilize coherent light and X-ray
scattering techniques, including small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS, WAXS), as well as correlation methods,
such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) and X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS), that enable us to probe structural
dynamics at a broad range of length and time scales.

Using DLS, we measure the diffusive dynamic behaviour of differently sized nanomolecular probes in supercooled
water, finding that it is effectively similar and independent of probe size down to molecular scales of ≈1 nm. In contrast to
single water molecules, these probes experience a similar dynamic environment, which coincides with the bulk viscosity.
These results could suggest that anomalous influence from the hypothesized water fluctuations becomes apparent first
on sub-nm length scales. Furthermore, we explore how the presence of small polar-organic solutes modulates the water
phase diagram, utilizing glycerol-water solutions as a model system. By outrunning freezing with the rapid evaporative
cooling technique, combined with ultrafast X-ray scattering at X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs), we are able to probe
the liquid structure in deeply supercooled dilute glycerol-water solutions. Our findings indicate the existence of HDL-
and LDL-like fluctuations upon supercooling, with a Widom line shifted to slightly lower temperatures compared to
pure water. Further experiments on deeply supercooled glycerol-water solutions at intermediate glycerol concentrations,
combining WAXS and SAXS/XPCS, provide additional insights. These results reveal a first-order-like liquid-liquid
transition involving discontinuous changes in the inter-atomic liquid structure and nanoscale liquid dynamics, which
precedes ice crystallization.

Lastly, with the aim of developing powerful tools for resolving dynamics within spatially heterogeneous systems,
including aqueous solutions, we combine the spatial resolution of nanofocused coherent X-ray beams with dynamic
measurements by XPCS. Here, we successfully demonstrate a first proof-of-concept experiment of so-called nanofocused
XPCS at MAX IV synchrotron radiation facility. In future experiments, we plan to go beyond standard XPCS at
synchrotrons, towards accessing ultrafast atomic-scale liquid dynamics by X-ray speckle visibility spectroscopy (XSVS)
at XFELs.
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1. Introduction

Aqueous solutions are found abundantly in nature, existing as mixtures of
water and solutes in various concentrations and conditions. These solutions
often exhibit intricate and non-ideal solution behaviors arising from the deli-
cate balance between intermolecular forces, contributing to the enthalpy, and
mixing entropy [1–3]. In an ideal solution, similar interaction strengths be-
tween its components results in zero mixing enthalpy. The Gibbs free energy
of mixing in this case is solely determined by the mixing entropy, the maxi-
mization of which favors a uniform mixture (see Fig. 1.1A). Thus, ideal solu-
tions are completely miscible regardless of their composition [4]. In contrast,
real aqueous solutions, such as that of polar-organic molecules, encompass a
wide array of intermolecular interactions, both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
in nature. These fluid systems are characterized by dynamic structures or do-
mains formed through locally favored interactions, constantly fluctuating in
space [1–3]. As depicted in Fig. 1.1C, the formation of these transient clusters
(see Fig. 1.1B) gives rise to microscopic spatial heterogeneities or liquid-liquid
phase separation, a structural dynamic phenomenon which may play a key role
in driving important dynamic, self-assembly processes in natural aqueous sys-
tems, including vital biological processes such as intracellular organization,
biochemical reactions, and cell signaling [5].

Notably, spatial heterogeneities are believed to play a significant role in
pure liquid water as well. As described in chapter 2, water possesses many
anomalous liquid properties, making it an atypical solvent [6]. With support
from recent experimental evidence and theoretical simulations, it is hypothe-
sized that under ambient pressure, liquid water is, in reality, a fluctuating mix-
ture of two distinct liquid states. These fluctuations become more pronounced
as water is supercooled below the freezing point while remaining in the liquid
state [7–12]. Hence, water itself exhibits spatial heterogeneities (Fig. 1.1C,
case I). Although the two phases in this case both consist of water molecules,
the transient local arrangements of water molecules differ, resulting in distinct
local density, structure and dynamics [7–12].

Despite the intriguing presence of spatial heterogeneities in both pure wa-
ter and aqueous solutions, their physical nature and underlying mechanisms
remain largely unexplored. Specifically, the relationship between these het-
erogeneities and complex solution dynamics remains unclear [1]. Furthermore,
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Figure 1.1: Schematics of spatial heterogeneities in liquids. (A) A uniform ran-
dom distribution of solutes dissolved in a solvent, while in (B) various inter-
molecular interactions result in the formation of transient clusters, giving rise to
a microscopic liquid-liquid phase separation and a spatially heterogeneous liquid.
(C) A schematic snapshot of a spatially heterogeneous liquid mixture of liquid A
and B. Here, there are two distinct cases: Case I. A ↔ B, liquids A and B have the
same chemical composition but different local structure and/or dynamics. This is
for instance the hypothesized scenario for pure liquid water. Case II. A ↮ B, liq-
uids A and B have different chemical compositions and form transient domains
similar to what is shown in B. This latter case may for example apply to various
aqueous-organic solutions.

we have yet to understand how intrinsic spatial heterogeneities in water could
interact with or impact solute dynamics in aqueous solutions [13–15]. If this
interplay exists, it suggests that water could have a more active function in
biological and other natural systems than we have previously comprehended.
While the influence of water fluctuations may be subtle at ambient tempera-
tures, it could become more significant in supercooled aqueous solutions. For
example, this is relevant for climate systems and in medicine for biological
cryopreservation. The latter utilizes aqueous cryoprotectant solutions that of-
ten consist of mixtures of water and small polar-organic molecules, such as
glycerol, which suppress ice crystallization to prevent damage to the biolog-
ical material. Consequently, gaining a deeper fundamental understanding of
heterogeneities in aqueous solutions holds tremendous potential across a wide
range of applications.

Within the scope of this thesis, we set to experimentally explore the role
and character of spatial heterogeneities in the structural dynamics of aqueous
solutions. In our experimental approach, we employ coherent light and X-ray
scattering techniques, including (static) small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering
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(SAXS, WAXS), which can resolve the nano- to atomic scale structures, as
well as correlation methods such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) and X-ray
photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). The latter techniques enable us to
probe structural dynamics at length scales ranging from micrometers to atomic
distances. The thesis work encompasses two primary aims:

1. Investigating the nano- to atomic scale structure and dynamics of aque-
ous solutions, focusing on solutions of water and simple model solutes
(nanoparticles and small polar-organic cryoprotectant molecules) under
both ambient and supercooled conditions. Here, the aim is to increase
our understanding of the structural and dynamical character of hypothe-
sized water fluctuations and the interplay between these fluctuations and
different solutes (Paper I, III and IV).

2. Developing X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy as a powerful tool for
studying dynamics within spatially heterogeneous systems (Paper II).

3
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2. Supercooled Aqueous
Solutions

2.1 Water and the Liquid-Liquid Critical Point Hypothesis

Water is the most ubiquitous liquid on Earth, and indispensable for most as-
pects of our lives. As we search for the existence of life in other parts of the
universe, we first look for the presence of liquid water, the solvent in which all
living processes take place and, as such, the most fundamental component for
biological life as we know it. While the water molecule on its own is simple –
an oxygen atom covalently bonded to two hydrogen atoms – the structure and
dynamics of a crowd of water molecules in liquid water turns out to be very
complex. As we shall see, this complexity, and many of the unusual properties
of water, can be traced back to the water molecule’s ability to form up to four,
highly directional hydrogen bonds, enabling the formation of extensive three
dimensional hydrogen-bond networks [8].

The properties of water have wide implications in nature. Ambient liquid
water has remarkably high heat capacity and surface tension, while low com-
pressibility [8, 16]. The former allows water to serve as heat reservoir and
sea water streams to transport heat between continents, both of which have
huge impact on the Earth’s climate. Amongst water’s many anomalous fea-
tures, the density maximum of the liquid at T = 277 K is perhaps one of the
most striking [6, 8]. Unlike typical liquids, such as alcohols and hydrocar-
bons, for which the density linearly increases upon cooling, the density of
liquid water decreases below T = 277 K (see Fig. 2.1), meaning that the liquid
structure expands when cooled, until it crystallizes with an even more open
(hexagonal ice) structure. This unusual trend is the reason why ice floats on
water and, for example, prevents bottom-freezing of lakes and oceans, while
the frozen top layer allows to reflect sunlight and heat away from the Earth’s
surface. Other properties, such as the formerly mentioned (isobaric) heat ca-
pacity Cp and (isothermal) compressibility κT , also exhibit similar anomalous
behaviours but with minima at 308 K (35◦C) and 320 K (46.5◦C), respectively
(see Fig. 2.1), meaning that water behaves as an anomalous liquid even at tem-
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peratures associated with biological activity [6, 8].

Figure 2.1: Anomalous proper-
ties of liquid water. The anoma-
lous temperature dependence of
density ρ , isobaric heat capacity
Cp and isothermal compressibility
κT that exhibit a maximum and
minima, respectively. Based on
data given in Ref. [17].

As liquid water is cooled below its
freezing point (T = 273 K at ambient pres-
sure), entering the so-called supercooled
regime where it remains in the liquid state,
the anomalous properties become increas-
ingly pronounced. This is evidenced by
looking at thermodynamic response func-
tions, which are quantities that describe
how a system reacts to external param-
eters such as temperature and pressure,
including isobaric heat capacity and the
isothermal compressibility. In particu-
lar, these thermodynamic response func-
tions diverge upon supercooling at ambi-
ent pressure (see Fig. 2.1) [6]. More-
over, when fitted to a power law equa-
tion, associated with mode-coupling the-
ory, these thermodynamic properties all
diverge at a similar singular temperature
Ts ≈ 230 K [18]. This temperature is
noticeably well-above the glass-transition
temperature (Tg ≈ 136 K) [6, 19] wherefore the question of its origin, as well
as that of other water anomalies, has long been the subject of intense debate. In
recent years, however, a more comprehensive picture has emerged supported
by new experimental evidence [9–12].

Supercooled water is a metastable state, while ice is the thermodynami-
cally most stable, i.e. it has the lowest Gibbs free energy. Historically, exper-
imental measurements in the supercooled regime have therefore been a tech-
nical race against the increasing rate of homogeneous ice nucleation with de-
creasing temperature. Homogeneous ice nucleation is the spontaneous forma-
tion of ice nuclei in the pure liquid [6, 20, 21], which is different from most
water crystallization in nature, where impurities such as solid particles catalyze
the formation of ice nuclei, so-called heterogeneous ice nucleation. Since con-
ventional cooling methods has been limited to temperatures above the homo-
geneous ice nucleation temperature TH ≈ 235 K (at ambient pressure), i.e. the
stability limit against crystallization, the temperature range below TH has often
been referred to as the “No-man’s land” (see Fig. 2.2) [8]. However, devel-
opments of new cooling techniques, most notably rapid evaporative cooling
combined with ultrafast probing, have recently allowed to push the limit and
enabled experimental investigations of previously unexplored phase-territories
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of water [9, 21]. X-ray scattering experiments, utilizing ultrashort intense X-
ray laser pulses to probe evaporatively supercooled microdroplets of pure wa-
ter, have enabled access to temperatures down to T ≈ 227 K, indicating the
presence of a maximum for thermodynamic properties Cp, κT as well as for the
correlation length ξ at around 229 K [9, 11]. These and other experiments [10,
12], including molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [22–24], support the
so-called liquid-liquid critical point (LLCP) hypothesis [16] which suggests
that water exists as two distinct liquid states with different local structure, so-
called high-density liquid (HDL) and low-density liquid (LDL). As their names
indicate, HDL is more densely packed compared to LDL, that locally has a
more open tetrahedral structure similar to hexagonal ice. The dense structure
of HDL arises partially from occupation of interstitial sites in the tetrahedral
hydrogen-bond network, which in addition introduces more disorder [8]. The
idea that there may exist two liquid phases hidden in the No-man’s land, was
initially sparked by the observation of two glassy states of water, high-density
(HDA) and low-density amorphous ice (LDA) [25, 26]. In fact, starting from
these glassy states and heating up has proven to be yet another successful ap-
proach to experimentally access the deeply supercooled regime [10, 12].

According to the LLCP scenario, the two liquid states of water are sepa-
rated by a phase-coexistence line which ends in a critical point (see Fig. 2.2),
above which the liquids exist as an inseparable fluctuating liquid mixture [8].
The Widom line [27], serving as an extension of the LLCP (see Fig. 2.2, grey
dashed line), marks the pressure-temperature locations where the HDL-LDL
density fluctuations locally maximize, accompanied by local maxima in cor-
relation length and other properties aforementioned [9, 11]. The HDL-LDL
fluctuations eventually reach the global maximum at the LLCP where they ex-
tend to macroscopic length scales. Upon passing the Widom line, from warm
to cold, the heterogeneous liquid mixture undergoes a continuous shift from
being an HDL-dominated liquid, with small transient patches of LDL, to an
LDL-dominated liquid, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (grey-shaded area). Thus, far
away from the Widom line liquid water behaves as a normal, single-component
liquid, whilst the growth of HDL-LDL fluctuations closer to the Widom line
results in anomalous liquid behaviour [8]. Although the exact location of the
critical point remains yet to be experimentally confirmed, the observation of
the Widom line at T ≈ 229 K and ambient pressure [9], and the more recent ex-
perimental indication of a first-order HDL-LDL liquid-liquid transition (LLT)
at T ≈ 205 K between ambient and 3.5 kbar [10], indicates that the LLCP is
likely located somewhere between these temperatures (205–229 K) at slightly
elevated pressures. Based on comparison between experiments and simula-
tions, it has been estimated that “the LLCP could be found at ≈ 500 bar and
≈ 223 K” [28]. This LLCP location, and the fact that water’s anomalies ex-
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Figure 2.2: The heterogeneous nature of water. A schematic temperature-
pressure (T -P) phase diagram of water according to the liquid-liquid critical point
(LLCP) hypothesis, in which liquid water exists in two liquid states with differ-
ent local structure. At elevated pressures, the so-called high-density and low-
density liquid states (HDL and LDL) are separated by a phase coexistence line
(vertical solid line) that ends in a LLCP (black dot). The dashed grey line that
emanates from the LLCP denotes the Widom line and the shadowed area indi-
cates the anomalous T -P region where water exists a fluctuating mixture of HDL
and LDL. Dotted black lines denote the upper and lower limit of stability against
ice crystallization (encompassing “No-man’s land”), the upper black dashed line
is the melting temperature while the lower solid black horizontal line indicate
the glass transition temperature to low- and high-density amorphous ice (LDA,
HDA).

tend to warm temperatures, suggest that liquid water is indeed a heterogeneous
mixture even at ambient conditions [8, 10].

There is increasing evidence that the LLCP scenario, with ambient liquid
water described as a heterogeneous liquid mixture, can also explain various
dynamic phenomena in water. One such phenomenon is an observed dynamic
crossover in supercooled water, generally known as the fragile-to-strong tran-
sition [7, 29, 30]. The classification of liquids as strong or fragile refers to
whether or not dynamic properties XD, such as viscosity and diffusion coef-
ficients, follow an Arrhenius temperature dependence with a single activation
energy EA [7]:

XD(T ) ∝ exp(−EA/kBT ), (2.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Supercooled wa-
ter transitions from what appears to be a fragile liquid at ambient temperature
to a very strong liquid at low temperature. As it turns out, the fragile-to-strong
transition occurs in the vicinity of the Widom line, at around T ≈ 220 K, which
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has led to the hypothesis that the transition could reflect the conversion of the
HDL-LDL mixture (fragile) to the LDL-dominated liquid (strong) at low tem-
perature [30]. A related dynamic anomaly is the strong decoupling of the self-
diffusion coefficient D of water and viscosity η upon supercooling, causing
violation of the Stokes-Einstein (SE) relation [31, 32]:

D ∝ T/η (2.2)

In particular, water molecules appear to diffuse faster than what the SE re-
lation predicts. The phenomenon has been attributed to dynamical hetero-
geneities [33], in particular cage effects and activated motion. According to
this interpretation, the water molecules move from one caged position to an-
other by coordinated rearrangements through large angular jumps, resulting in
a so-called “jump-diffusive motion” rather than small-step diffusion (see also
Fig. 3.6 in section 3.2.3) [34–36]. Such effects are expected to become more
pronounced in the supercooled regime, along with an increasing fraction of the
more rigid tetrahedral hydrogen-bond network of LDL [23, 36, 37].

2.2 Aqueous Solutions

2.2.1 Water as a solvent

Water is a unique solvent in many ways. Because the water molecule is highly
polar, liquid water is excellent at solvating polar and ionic compounds, while
being a very poor solvent for nonpolar solutes [38]. This combination of hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic interactions is key in driving vital self-assembly
processes of macromolecular structures, from the formation of micelles and
membranes [39, 40] to protein folding [41, 42]. Furthermore, water is a weak
nucleophile, an H-donor as well as H-acceptor, and can both act as an acid
and a base. As such, water molecules often take active part in various chemi-
cal reactions, for instance in hydrolysis reactions and by mediating protons in
proton transfer reactions, both of which are widely important in biochemical
reactions [43, 44] as well as in industrial chemical synthesis [38].

The structure and dynamics of water is often altered in the presence of so-
lutes. These perturbations are most pronounced in the hydration water (i.e. the
first few water layers around a solute). The perturbation of the water struc-
ture depends widely on the properties of the solute, such as its size, shape,
charge, polarity and hydrogen-bonding capability. For instance, some solutes,
in particular ions, promote more tetrahedral structures (“structure makers”)
while others introduce more disorder in the hydrogen-bond network (“structure
breakers”) [45, 46]. The strong electrostatic field exerted by ions have addi-
tionally been observed to induce long-range correlations in the water structure
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that reach far beyond the first hydration shell [47]. Other properties like the
size and shape can affect how readily a solute can be accommodated in the wa-
ter network. A solute small enough to fit within the water cages, such as small
gas molecules, can leave the hydrogen-bond network almost intact, compared
to a highly disrupting big bulky molecule, such as sugars like trehalose [48–
50]. The former could explain the increasing gas solubility with decreasing
temperature, since it is coupled with a larger fraction LDL associated with a
higher degree of tetrahedrality [49]. Furthermore, there is evidence that the im-
pact of the solute’s structure on the water can even go as far as solute-imposed
chirality, for instance in the form of hydration water superstructures around
chiral biomolecules such as the DNA helix [51, 52].

In contrast to non-interacting nonpolar species such as hydrocarbons, polar
solutes with the ability to form hydrogen bonds (i.e. polar protic solutes) can
actively participate in the water network. Since many solutes contain both non-
polar and polar moieties, there can be competing interactions, and the resulting
effect on the water structure can therefore be quite complex [53, 54]. For ex-
ample, studies indicate that small alcohols such as methanol integrates well in
the water structure [55, 56] while larger alcohols and polyols introduce more
disorder [48, 53]. Even subtle chemical differences, such as between dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) and acetone, which differ only by the central sulphur ver-
sus carbon atom, can have significant effects on the solution microstructure
and structural dynamics [1, 57–60].

The effect of a hydrophobic solute site on water can be viewed as that of
an excluded volume, a geometrical constraint or “confinement” which reduces
the orientational degrees of freedom for the adjacent water molecules, resulting
in limited possibilities to form hydrogen bonds as well as restricted mobility
(dynamic slowdown) [34, 61]. At H-donor and H-acceptor solute sites, the
difference in hydrogen-bond strengths for water bonded to the solute relative
to another water molecule also plays a role, and can ultimately result in either
retardation or acceleration of the hydration water dynamics [61, 62]. Thus, in
addition to changes in the water structure, solutes can also induce dynamical
heterogeneities in water. For example, mapping of the hydration water dy-
namics around proteins indicates the presence of both “slow” and “fast” water,
associated with different surface regions, compared to bulk water [62].

Clearly, the presence of solutes can significantly alter the water structure
and dynamics. Inversely, it is hypothesized that HDL/LDL water fluctua-
tions can influence the behaviour of solutes in aqueous solutions, not least
in the supercooled regime where the fluctuations proposedly increase. One hy-
pothesized example of water influence is the so-called protein dynamic transi-
tion (PDT), below which proteins lose their native biological activity [15, 63,
64]. Specifically, the transition occurs in the supercooled regime at around
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Figure 2.3: Model systems of solutes in water. (A) A polyhydroxylated fullerene
(PHF) molecule surrounded a few layers of water molecules (carbon in cyan,
oxygen in red, and hydrogen in white). In Paper I, we experimentally study the
diffusive dynamics of simple model solutes in the form of spherical nanomolecu-
lar probes of varying size, including molecular-sized (≈ 1 nm) PHF. (B) A snap-
shot from an molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of a mixture of 3.2 mol%
glycerol (cyan) and water (red) investigated in Paper IV. Adapted from Paper IV
(manuscript).

T ≈ 220 K, indicating that it may be related to the crossover from HDL- to
LDL-dominated water at the nearby Widom line [9, 15, 30]. To fully establish
the molecular mechanisms of the PDT and other possibly water-induced solute
phenomena, investigations of simple model solutes could provide valuable fun-
damental insights (see examples in Fig. 2.3). For instance, MD simulations of
small centrosymmetric hydrophobic solutes, from methane to fullerene, indi-
cate anomalous solute diffusion dynamics in the solute size-dependence of the
diffusion coefficient, that violates the Stokes-Einstein relation [14]. Similar to
pure water, the SE violation is attributed to caging of the solute and the wa-
ter jump mechanism, and is remarkably evident already at room temperature
though it is more pronounced in the supercooled regime. In Paper I, we explore
this dynamic anomaly experimentally using nanomolecular probes, including
molecular-sized polyhydroxylated fullerenes (PHF) which are water-soluble
derivatives of fullerenes (see Fig. 2.3A) [65–70].

2.2.2 The Phase Diagram of Aqueous Solutions

Confinement of water has been a widely used strategy to suppress crystalliza-
tion in order to measure supercooled water below the homogeneous nucleation
temperature, for instance in nanopores [71–73]. The confined space likely
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limits ice nucleation and growth, although the mechanisms are not fully un-
derstood. Experiments suggest that trapping water in confined spaces can have
similar effect as increasing pressure in pure water (see Fig. 2.2) as the dis-
ruption of tetrahedral hydrogen bonds, associated with LDL, promotes more
disordered HDL-like structures. For instance, X-ray scattering indicates that
hydration water confined in the grooves and cavities of proteins overall exhibits
a more dense, HDL-like structure compared to that of bulk water [15].

Mixing water with a second component can also create domains of con-
fined water and thereby inhibit freezing of the liquid. For the second com-
ponent to be an effective cryoprotectant it should be a highly water-soluble
compound, in order to generate a spatially homogeneous mixture with many
small water domains rather than cluster together [57, 58, 60]. Common cry-
oprotectants used for biological cryopreservation include glycerol (see for ex-
ample Fig. 2.3B) and DMSO, both of which are small polar-organic molecules
that interact strongly with water by hydrogen-bonding [58, 60, 74]. At inter-
mediate molar compositions, these mixtures depress the freezing point of the
pure substances by several tens of degrees, and suppress crystallization to the
extent that allows supercooling to cryogenic temperatures, even circumventing
freezing completely by solidifying into a glassy (amorphous solid) state [60,
75–78]. This kind of obvious influence of solutes on the water structure and
dynamics naturally leads to questions, such as to what extent are intrinsic wa-
ter properties maintained in aqueous solutions. Specifically, do the transitions
like the LLT and LLCP indicated in pure supercooled water also manifest in
aqueous solutions? If so, in what way are these transitions and the water phase
diagram affected by the presence of the solutes?

The mixing water with a solute adds a third dimension to the temperature-
pressure phase diagram related to the solute concentration (c), as illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. Several studies have indicated the existence of an LLT and LLCP
in different aqueous binary mixtures (for c > 0), however their proposed loca-
tions in the three-dimensional phase diagrams differ. MD simulations and ex-
periments suggest that the addition of solutes (such as NaCl, hydrazinium tri-
fluorophosphate and glycerol) can effectively shift the LLCP location to lower
pressures compared to pure bulk water [49, 75, 79, 80]. In these cases, the
solutes are often found to promote HDL-like structures reminiscent of bulk
water at higher pressures. However, the origin is a bit of a chicken-and-egg
situation, either the solutes tend to induce an HDL environment or the solutes
preferentially dissolves in HDL domains [49, 79]. The effect is nevertheless
similar to moving to higher pressures in the water phase diagram and thereby
closer to the LLCP along the pressure axis (see Fig. 2.2). An opposite case is
for example found for small hydrophobic Ne atoms, which seemingly favors
LDL structures and instead shifts the LLCP to higher pressures [49]. Other
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Figure 2.4: Hypothesized phase diagram of binary aqueous solutions which in-
cludes three axes – temperature (T ), pressure (P) and solute concentration (c).
The two panels show examples of two different scenarios proposed in litera-
ture for glycerol-water solutions for the location of the liquid-liquid critical point
(LLCP) and first-order liquid-liquid transition (LLT, solid line) between two liq-
uid states (liquid I in yellow and liquid II in blue) reminiscent of the high- and
low-density liquid (HDL, LDL) in pure bulk water. (A) Scenario A: The mixture
LLCP (open dotted circle) is located at elevated pressures and lower temperatures
compared to the LLCP bulk water (filled black circle) to which it is connected
via a liquid-liquid critical line (LLCL, dotted line). A Widom “surface” extends
from the LLCL to ambient pressures where it manifests as a Widom line (grey
dashed line). (B) Scenario B: The mixture LLCP is located at ambient pressure
in the T − c plane. The purple arrows approximately indicate experiments car-
ried out within this thesis, exploring the hypothesized transitions in the deeply
supercooled dilute and intermediate glycerol concentration regimes in the T − c
plane at ambient pressure (see Paper III and IV).

solutes that have very minor effect on the water structure, as indicated for
methanol [55] or LiCl [81], seem to barely shift the LLCP at all at low concen-
trations. Whether or not the solutes have any preference for solvation in HDL
or LDL environments can also drive a possible demixing of the solution [49].

For the glycerol-water system in particular, which is the focus in this the-
sis (see Paper III and IV), the existence and location of the LLCP in the phase
diagram has been a topic of debate [75, 76, 82–86]. Experiments on deeply
supercooled solutions at intermediate concentrations indicate a possible LLT
at ambient pressure, suggesting that the LLCP is located at ambient pressure,
as a reflection of the pure water phase diagram in the T −c plane illustrated in
Fig. 2.4B (scenario B) [75]. However, other studies in the glassy state of these
solutions indicate that glass polymorphism (i.e. HDA and LDA-like glassy
states) disappears at higher concentrations (above c ≈ 5 mol%) and that the
observed transitions can be explained by the formation of ice crystallites and
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demixing [76, 84, 86]. In line with Fig. 2.4A (scenario A), the LLCP has also
been proposed to be located at slightly elevated pressures and at lower tem-
peratures compared to pure bulk water [82]. This hypothesis suggests that the
LLCP of pure bulk water and the mixture are connected via a liquid-liquid
critical line (LLCL) with a Widom “surface” that extends from the T −P to
the T − c plane at ambient pressures. Experimental evidence of a Widom line
in deeply supercooled dilute glycerol-solutions (c < 5 mol%) has so far been
lacking due to the high ice nucleation rate. In Paper IV, we therefore uti-
lize rapid evaporative cooling technique [9, 21] to experimentally access this
regime, and follow the structural changes in the supercooled liquid by ultrafast
X-ray scattering.
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3. Probing Liquid Structure and
Dynamics with Light- and X-ray
Scattering

3.1 Static Light- and X-ray Scattering

In this section, we introduce the fundamental concepts of visible light and X-
ray scattering techniques central to this thesis. Unless stated otherwise, the
notations and descriptions presented herein are based on Ref. [87, 88].

3.1.1 The Form Factor

Classically speaking, as a wave of light interacts with an electron, the force
exerted on the electronic charge by the oscillating electric field causes the elec-
tron to oscillate as well, and thus radiate a scattered wave. If the wavelengths of
the incident and the scattered wave, λ and λ ′, are equal the process is known
as elastic scattering. It follows that the absolute value of the incident wave
vector k equals that of any scattered wave vector k′, i.e. k′ = k = 2π/λ . Now,
consider the scattering from a second electron at relative position r. The phase
difference ∆ϕ between the incident and scattered waves is given by the differ-
ence in the projections of r onto the incident and scattered beam directions.
That is,

∆ϕ = (k−k′) · r ≡ q · r, (3.1)

where q = k−k′ is the so-called momentum transfer, or scattering vector (see
schematic in Fig. 3.1). In general, the magnitude of q for scattering in any
medium can be expressed as

q =
4πn0

λ
sin

(
θ

2

)
, (3.2)

where θ is the angle between the incident and scattered wave vectors and n0
is the refractive index of the medium. However, in the case of X-rays, the
refractive index, which is frequency-dependent, nearly equals unity and is for
this reason usually neglected.
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Figure 3.1: The geometry of a general scattering experiment. An incident light
beam hits a scattering object and the intensity of the scattered light is measured
by a detector. The scattered intensity depends on the scattering angle θ which
relates to the momentum transfer q by eq. (3.2). Here, the black arrows indicate
the wavevectors of the incident and scattered beams, k and k′, as well as the scat-
tering vector or momentum transfer q = k−k′. The zoomed-in inset illustrates
how the scattering process and q, according to eq. (3.1), relate to length scales r
in real space. That is, large q (large scattering angles θ ) relates to small length
scales r in real space and vice versa. The dotted orange arrow indicates the az-
imuthal angle φ .

The phase difference between the incident and scattered waves leads to
constructive and destructive interference, with a resulting scattering amplitude
that varies with q, or likewise, the scattering angle θ . In particular, the scatter-
ing amplitude that results from the scattering from all the electrons of an atom
is known as the atomic form factor f 0 and may be written as

f 0(q) =
∫

ρ(r) eiq·rdr, (3.3)

in units of −r0, where r0 is the Thomson scattering length, or the classical ra-
dius of the electron, ρ(r) is the number density of electrons and eiq·r is known
as the phase factor. As can be noticed, the form factor f 0(q) is merely the
Fourier transform (FT) of the electron density in real space ρ(r) into momen-
tum transfer q-space, or reciprocal space. The latter emphasizes the inverse
relation between q and real space length r, where r ∼ 2π/q such that large q
relates to small length scales in real space and vice versa.

Moreover, the total scattering from the atoms in a molecule is given by the
sum of the single-atom contributions, with their corresponding phase factors
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to account for the inter-atomic interference. This is known as the molecular
form factor,

f (q) = ∑
j

f 0
j (q) eiq·r j , (3.4)

where f 0
j is the atomic form factor for atom j. The resulting scattered intensity

I(q) is proportional to the absolute square of the scattering amplitude, and may
be expressed as I(q) = | f (q)|2 (in dimensionless units).

Over larger length scales, equivalent to small q (small scattering angles
θ ), as in a material, the amplitude of the phase factor is expressed in terms
of the scattering length density ρsl . For a single-component material ρsl = f ρ̄

(in units of r0), where ρ̄ is the average number density. The long-range order
(LRO), or small-angle scattering intensity, is then

ILRO(q) =
∣∣∣∣∫V

ρsl eiq·r dV
∣∣∣∣2 . (3.5)

Thus, the form factor of any shaped material can be derived by integrating
the scattering elements over the volume V of the shape. In particular, for a
single-component spherical particle with radius R and volume Vp, such as a
nanoparticle, one finds that the single-particle form factor Fp(q) becomes

Fp(q) =
1

Vpρsl

∣∣∣∣∫Vp

ρsleiq·r dVp

∣∣∣∣= 3
[

sin(qR)−qRcos(qR)
(qR)3

]
. (3.6)

Here, by definition, the particle form factor is normalized by the integrated vol-
ume Vp and ρsl . The scattering intensity from dilute nanoparticle solutions, i.e.
absence of inter-particle correlations, is thus given by Ip(q) = ∆ρ2

slV
2
p |Fp(q)|2.

3.1.2 The Structure Factor of a Liquid

Similarly to deriving the scattering intensity for a molecule, the scattering in-
tensity from a system of N molecules, such as a liquid or a glass, can be derived
from its components as

I(q) =

∣∣∣∣∣ N

∑
n

fn(q)eiq·rn

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
N

∑
n

N

∑
m

fn(q) fm(q)eiq·(rn−rm). (3.7)

where fn(q) is the form factor of molecule n at position rn. By separating the
terms for which n = m (self-scattering, Isel f ) and n ̸= m (cross-term, Icross), we
get

I(q) =
N

∑
n

f 2
n (q)+

N

∑
n

N

∑
m̸=n

fn(q) fm(q)eiq·(rn−rm) = NIsel f (q)+ Icross(q) (3.8)
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The self-scattering term represents the scattering from N independent molecules,
as would be the case in a gas-phase system where the molecules are far apart.
By contrast, the cross-term results from the interference between the molecules
and therefore contains information about their spatial arrangement, i.e. the in-
termolecular structure of the system. The self-scattering term can be reformu-
lated as a sum for each molecular species j,

NIsel f (q) =
N

∑
n

f 2
n (q) = N

J

∑
j

x j f 2
j (q), (3.9)

where J is the total number of molecular species, N j is the number of molecules
of species j and x j = N j/N is the molar fraction. For instance, in Paper IV, we
study a mixture of glycerol (g) and water (w), and so Isel f = xg f 2

g + xw f 2
w.

By introducing the average density ρ̄ , and the local number density ρn(rnm)
in volume-element dVm positioned at rm with respect to reference position rn,
we can rewrite eq. (3.8) as

I(q) = NIsel f (q)+
N

∑
n

∫
V

fn(q) fm(q)[ρn(rnm)− ρ̄]eiq·(rn−rm)dVm +

+
N

∑
n

∫
V

fn(q) fm(q)ρ̄eiq·(rn−rm)dVm. (3.10)

The term on the second row can further be reformulated to

N

∑
n

fn(q)eiq·rn

∫
V

ρ̄ fm(q)e−iq·rmdVm =

∫
V

ρ̄ fn(q)eiq·rndVn

∫
V

ρ̄ fm(q)e−iq·rmdVm =

∣∣∣∣∫V
ρ̄⟨ f (q)⟩eiq·rdV

∣∣∣∣2 . (3.11)

We can notice that this term resembles the expression given in eq. (3.5), but for
a multi-component system, and describes the scattering for long-range order.
Destructive interference results in that this term only contributes significantly
in the small-angle scattering regime, i.e. as q → 0. In contrast, the term in the
upper row of eq. (3.10) contributes most where the deviation from the average
density is large, which is the case at small distances r (large q) relating to the
local inter-molecular structure, or short-range order (SRO). The deviation from
the average density rapidly falls off and becomes negligible at large distances
(small q).

For an isotropic system, which usually holds for disordered systems like
liquids and glasses, we can simplify the eq. (3.10) by averaging of different
reference points such that ⟨ρn(rnm)⟩ → ρ(r) and use the average scattering
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amplitude for each pair of molecules (n and m) in the cross-term, ⟨ f (q)⟩2 =
(∑J

j x j f j)
2. Hence, we can rewrite eq. (3.10) as

I(q) = NIsel f (q)+N⟨ f (q)⟩2
∫

V
[ρ(r)− ρ̄]eiq·rdV +

+ρ̄N⟨ f (q)⟩2
∫

V
eiq·rdV . (3.12)

Averaging along the azimuthal angle (see Fig. 3.1) further allows to drop the
vector notation. Integration over spherical shells dV = 4πr2dr and rewriting
in terms of the radial distribution function g(r) = ρ(r)/ρ̄ , which describes the
variation in the local number density from the average (i.e. unity), then yields

I(q) = NIsel f (q)+N⟨ f (q)⟩2
∫

∞

0
ρ̄[g(r)−1]

sin(qr)
qr

4πr2 dr+

+N⟨ f (q)⟩2
∫

∞

0
ρ̄

sin(qr)
qr

4πr2 dr . (3.13)

To highlight the intermolecular structure (the cross-term Icross in eq. (3.8)),
the scattering intensity of a liquid or glassy system is commonly expressed
as the scattering intensity normalized by the number of molecules N and the
self-scattering term Isel f :

S(q) =
I(q)

NIsel f (q)
= 1+

Icross(q)
NIsel f (q)

(3.14)

S(q) is known as the structure factor and oscillates asymptotically around unity
such that limq→∞ S(q) = 1 (see Fig. 3.2). This trend reflects the decreasing
deviation from the scattering of isolated molecules as one approaches larger q,
i.e. small length scales for which influence from inter-molecular correlations
decreases. It is conventional to express the structure factor using only the
short-range order term. In a dilute solution, ⟨ f (q)⟩2 ≃ Isel f , and the structure
factor therefore simplifies to

SSRO(q)≃ 1+
∫

∞

0
4πrρ̄[g(r)−1]

sin(qr)
q

dr, (3.15)

In other words, the structure factor S(q) and the radial distribution function
g(r) are related by Fourier Transform, and so the structure factor may be de-
scribed as the reciprocal q-space analogue of the real-space local structure.

It may be pointed out here that the length scales, and equivalent q-ranges,
for short- and long-range order are indeed relative and system-specific. In
general, though, the scattering at large q (q ≳ 1 Å−1), related to short-range
order at inter-atomic distances, is referred to as wide-angle X-ray scattering
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Figure 3.2: The scattering intensity and structure factor of a liquid. (A) The scat-
tering intensity I(q) from 3.2 mol% glycerol-water solution (from Paper IV) nor-
malized to the intensity per molecule in electron units (e.u.) by the normalization
factor α , related to the number of molecules (N) and determined with the Krogh-
Moe method [89, 90] (see Paper IV). By subtracting the incoherent scattering
Iinc (dotted line), the blue solid line shows only the coherent scattering inten-
sity which decays around the molecular form factor Isel f (i.e. the self-scattering,
dashed line). (B) The resulting structure factor S(q) of the glycerol-water solu-
tion according eq. (3.14) oscillates around unity. The inset shows a snapshot of
a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the solution. Adapted from Paper IV
(manuscript).

(WAXS), while the scattering at small q, sensitive to nanometer scale structures,
is known as small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The latter extends to even
smaller q and micrometer scales with visible light scattering. Nevertheless, for
a system with a hierarchical structure, such as a colloidal suspension, short-
range order may likewise refer to the single-particle shape (i.e. the single-
particle form factor Fp(q)) with the local inter-particle arrangements described
by the structure factor Sp(q). Thus, in the small-angle scattering regime, the
scattering intensity from a suspension of particles is given by

Ip(q) = ∆ρ
2
slV

2
p |Fp(q)|2Sp(q). (3.16)

Since Sp(q)→ 1 in the dilute limit, eq. (3.16) for a dilute particle solution is
simplified to Ip(q) = ∆ρ2

slV
2
p |Fp(q)|2.

3.1.3 The Liquid Structure Factor in the Presence of Density fluctua-
tions

We know from eq. (3.12)-(3.15) that the structure factor S(q) is sensitive to
local density fluctuations, [ρ(r)− ρ̄]. Such density fluctuations become par-
ticularly significant close to critical points of phase transitions, at which the
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fluctuations become so large that they extend to macroscopic length scales
and, thus, accompanied by a dramatic increase of scattering intensity at q → 0.
For water, specifically, this is the case around the Widom line, along which the
fluctuations of HDL and LDL locally maximize, and of course most substan-
tially at the hypothesized LLCP, the global maximum [8, 9]. The Widom line
has been indicated in experiments on pure water [9], while the LLCP has not
yet been directly verified experimentally [10]. In Paper IV, we experimentally
measure the enhancement of density fluctuations in evaporatively supercooled
droplets of dilute glycerol-water solution by ultrafast SAXS, indicative of the
existence of HDL-LDL-like liquid fluctuations also in aqueous solutions.

The scattering from a normal liquid (SN), in absence of critical fluctuations,
can be described with the Percus-Yevick (PY) structure factor for a hard-sphere
fluid [91, 92]

SN(q) = 1−12ψ

[
ψ(3−ψ2)−2

(1−ψ)4

](
j1(2Rq)

2Rq

)
(3.17)

where R is the hard-sphere radius and ψ = 4
3 πR3ρ̄ is the volume fraction oc-

cupied by the particles. This function generates a structure factor peak arising
from the local inter-particle correlations which decreases asymptotically to a
constant value as q → 0 (see Fig. 3.3D). In the presence of critical fluctuations
in the liquid, spatial variations in the density gives rise to an excess, anomalous
scattering contribution (SA) that results in enhanced SAXS intensity, wherefore
the total structure factor in the SAXS region can be described as the sum of the
normal and anomalous component [9, 93]:

Stot = SN +SA, (3.18)

Moreover, the anomalous scattering may, according to Orstein-Zernike theory,
be expressed as [94–96]

SA(q) =
SA(0)

1+ξ 2q2 (3.19)

Here, SA(0) is the excess anomalous scattering at q = 0 and ξ is the correlation
length. The latter can be related to the width of the the exponentially decaying
amplitude of the radial distribution function g(r) with increasing distance r, or
more intuitively to the size of the fluctuation domains.

The magnitude of the density fluctuations also influences the total intercept
Stot(0) since

Stot(0)≃ ρ̄kBT κT , (3.20)

where the isothermal compressibility κT is directly related to fluctuations (i.e.
variance) in the number of particles N within a constant volume V by

⟨(N − N̄)2⟩V PT = N̄ρ̄kBT κT , (3.21)
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Figure 3.3: Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) of a liquid. (A) ULtrafast
SAXS of evaporatively supercooled microdroplets of 3.2 mol% glycerol-water
solution at different temperatures (bright solid lines). Solid shaded lines indicate
fits of the experimental data to eq. (3.18) which is decomposed into normal (dot-
ted lines, eq. (3.17)) and anomalous (dashed lines, eq. (3.19)) components. The
fitted correlation length ξ and isothermal compressibility are shown in panel (B)
and (C), where the solid lines indicate power law fits according to eq. (3.23). (D)
Examples of the Percus-Yevick approximation of the scattering of a hard-sphere
fluid (the normal component) given in eq. (3.17) for radius R = 1.8 Å with dif-
ferent volume fractions η . Larger η results in an enhancement and a shift of
the structure factor peak towards larger q, while the plateau intensity at q → 0 is
decreased. (A-C) Reprinted from Paper IV (manuscript).

or in terms of volume fluctuations for a constant number of particles,

⟨(V −⟨V )2⟩NPT = V̄ kBT κT . (3.22)

Upon approaching a critical point, the critical fluctuations grow larger and
become more pronounced, resulting in that the compressibility and correlation
length strongly increase with power-law behaviour [94, 97]:

ξ (T ) = ξ0ε
−ν , κT (T ) = κT,0ε

−γ (3.23)

with ε = (T −Ts)/Ts, where Ts is the singular temperature at which the prop-
erty diverges, and ν and γ are the power law exponents which theoretically
maximize at values ν = 0.6 and γ = 1.2, or ν/γ = 0.5 at the critical point [96,
98]. ξ0 and κT,0 are constants.

In principle, eq. (3.20) applies only to an ideal solution in which the com-
ponents are always uniformly distributed. Otherwise, for a two-component
system, the structure factor at q = 0 has an extra term arising from concentra-
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tion fluctuations ⟨(x− x̄)2⟩ [99]:

Stot(0) = ρ̄kBT κT +
(Z̄∆νρ̄ −∆Z)2

Z̄2 SCC(0),

SCC(0) = N̄⟨(x− x̄)2⟩, (3.24)

where Z̄ = x1Z1+x2Z2 is the weighted average number of electrons per compo-
nent, ∆Z is the difference in the number of electrons while δν is the difference
in partial molar volumes between the two components. x is again the molar
fraction.
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3.2 Structural Dynamics from Speckle Intensity Fluctua-
tions

3.2.1 Speckle Intensity Fluctuations

Consider a coherent light source directed at a sample containing a liquid sus-
pension of particles. Light scatters from the particles in the solution but, since
the instantaneous positions of the particles are random and disordered, the
scattered intensity captured by a detector in an instant snapshot exhibits what
is known as speckles – seemingly randomly distributed bright spots arising
from the interference of light scattered from a disordered system (see Fig. 3.4).
As the particles move around in the liquid, thus changing their positions, the
speckle pattern measured at subsequent time points varies too and give rise to
intensity fluctuations, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In other words, the temporal
speckle intensity fluctuations reflect the structural dynamics within the sample,
although in reciprocal space [100].

Figure 3.4: Speckles
represent the instan-
taneous structure of
a disordered system
in reciprocal space.
Thus, a real image is
related to its speckle
pattern by Fourier
transform (FT).

The shorter the acquisition time for a speckle pat-
tern, the higher the speckle contrast, whilst integra-
tion of the scattered intensity over a time longer than
the characteristic dynamic time scale smears out the
speckles and eventually results in an average intensity,
reflecting only the average sample structure. For in-
stance, the average intensity for a dilute solution of
particles would be proportional to the absolute square
of the single-particle form factor, as in eq. (3.16).
Specifically, the speckle contrast, or visibility V2, is
defined as [101]

V2 =
⟨I(q)2⟩−⟨I(q)⟩2

⟨I(q)⟩2 (3.25)

and thus relates to the variance of the intensity, or the
relative difference in intensity between bright and dark
spots in a speckle pattern. A prerequisite for resolv-
ing speckles, i.e. obtaining sufficient speckle contrast,
is that the light source is highly coherent [102]. The
higher the degree of coherence, the more complete constructive and destructive
interference of the scattered light waves, and thus increased speckle contrast.
In addition, the incident coherent flux needs to be high enough to generate
sufficient scattered intensity on the detector, in order for a measurable signal
to be attained within the acquisition time required to resolve the dynamics of
interest. There are two kinds of coherence – longitudinal and transverse co-
herence. The former, longitudinal (or temporal) coherence, is related to the
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spectral bandwidth ∆λ . A narrow bandwidth, as in monochromatic light, re-
sults in a long longitudinal coherence length εl = λ 2/2∆λ [87]. Transverse
(or spatial) coherence, on the other hand, refers to the spatial uniformity of the
light wavefront. The small angular divergence of a highly directed light beam
is said to have high transverse coherence or long transverse coherence length
εT = λR/2D, where R is the distance from the source with size D [87].

Lasers are highly coherent light sources and, thus, ideally suited for gen-
erating speckle patterns and for extracting dynamic information from the anal-
ysis of speckle intensity fluctuations. The use of visible lasers for measuring
speckle dynamics is widely known as dynamic light scattering (DLS) [100].

3.2.2 Dynamic Light Scattering

Fig. 3.5 shows a schematic of the DLS setup (LS instruments) used in this
thesis work (Paper I). Here, the incident light is a continuous-wave (CW) laser
with wavelength λ = 660 nm and a maximum output power of 500 mW. The
laser is focused onto the sample consisting of a sample solution, e.g. a dilute
nanoparticle dispersion, contained in a quartz glass capillary. In addition, the
sample is immersed in a bath of decalin (index-matching liquid) connected to
an external thermostat, by which the sample temperature is controlled.

Scattered light is measured at a scattering angle θ , corresponding to mo-
mentum transfer q = 4πn0

λ
sin(θ

2 ), using a duplicate set of photon detectors
mounted on a rotatable goniometer arm. The reason for the use of two photon
detectors is to enable correlation of the two simultaneously recorded scatter-
ing signals, so-called pseudo-correlation, which reduces the effect of detector
after-pulsing (when the hit of a single photon generates more than one elec-
trical pulse, i.e. more than one photon count [103]) and increases the time
resolution, in this case up to 12.5 ns. Moreover, the photon detectors are con-
nected to a correlator which automatically temporally correlates the measured
speckle intensity fluctuations, yielding the so-called intensity autocorrelation
g2 function.

Conventional DLS suffers from the drawback of inaccurate dynamic mea-
surements of concentrated sample solutions. The measured anomalies arise
from multiple scattering events, i.e. when the incident light scatters more than
once before exiting the sample. However, the DLS setup presented here offers
the use of a special experimental mode, called 3D mode, that enable suppres-
sion of multiple scattering from concentrated samples to some extent. This
mode utilizes a beam splitter in front of the sample that separates the incident
laser beam in two, both of which are focused onto the same spot within the
sample. In principle, this enables a simultaneous measurement of two scatter-
ing experiments. Unless multiple scattering occurs, the two scattering experi-
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Figure 3.5: Dynamic light scattering (DLS). A schematic overview showing the
general principle of DLS and the experimental setup (from LS instruments) used
in Paper I. A continuous-wave laser is focused onto the sample and scattered light
is measured at different scattering angles θ (or momentum transfers q) by the
photon detector mounted on a rotatable goniometer arm. The recorded speckle
intensity fluctuations (shown schematically on the right) are temporally corre-
lated using a built-in correlator to yield the intensity autocorrelation g2 function
(see lower left). Moreover, the decay of the g2 function relates to the sample
dynamics, with the length scale of the dynamics linked to q roughly by 2π/q.

ments measured by the two photon detectors should perfectly correlate, or else
their cross-correlation diminishes the signal.

3.2.3 The Intensity Autocorrelation Function

Useful dynamic information from speckle intensity fluctuations can be ex-
tracted by temporal correlation of the intensity. Particularly, the temporal in-
tensity autocorrelation g2 function is computed as [100, 104]

g2(q, t) =
⟨I(q, t0)I(q, t0 + t)⟩

⟨I(q, t0)⟩2 , (3.26)

where I(q, t0) and I(q, t0 + t) is the intensity at time t0 and after lag time t, re-
spectively. As is commonly the case, the dimension of the scattering volume,
i.e. the focus size, is large compared to the probed characteristic length scale in
real space r ∼ 2π/Q and the scattering volume contains a large number of scat-
terers. For example, visible lasers used for DLS give access to q ∼ 0.01 nm−1,
or 2π/q ∼ 600 nm, while the focus size is typically in the order of 100 µm.
In this scenario, number fluctuations arising from scatterers entering and leav-
ing the volume can be neglected and the intensity fluctuations are governed by
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structural fluctuations, due to dynamic displacements of scatterers within the
focus. Such dynamic correlations are described by the dynamic structure fac-
tor f (q, t) [37, 102], also known as the intermediate scattering function. For
scattering from one type of atom (e.g. from oxygens in water), [102, 105],

f (q, t) =
1
N

〈
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

eiq·[ri(t)−r j(t)]

〉
, (3.27)

where N is the average number of scattering atoms. Eq. (3.26) is then given by
the Siegert relation [100, 102, 104, 105]:

g2(q, t) = 1+β (q)| f (q, t)|2. (3.28)

Here, 0 < β ≤ 1 refers to the speckle contrast and depends on experimental pa-
rameters, in particular the coherence of the incident light as already mentioned,
but additionally on parameters such as the focus and detector pixel size [106].
In the ideal experiment, β = 1 and g2 decreases from an initial value of 2 to
1, as f (q, t) decays from 1 to 0, with a time constant τ related to the dynamic
time scale [100, 102, 104]. In general,

f (q, t) = e−(t/τ0(q))α(q)
, (3.29)

where 0 < α ≤ 2 is the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) constant [107].
The average relaxation time constant is given by τ = τ0

α
Γ( 1

α
), where Γ is the

Gamma distribution function.
A illustrative summary of different types of motions is presented in Fig. 3.6A.

For simple diffusive dynamics, the KWW exponent in eq. (3.29) equals unity,
α = 1, while α < 1 is usually attributed to heterogeneity that results from
a broad distribution of relaxation times [108]. The latter can either be asso-
ciated with dynamical heterogeneities (heterogeneities in the time domain),
such as cage effects, or be due to spatially heterogeneous dynamics, such as
in a sample where distinct spatial domains give rise to slightly different dy-
namics [109]. A multi-component system, such as one containing diffusing
nanoparticles with a broad distribution of particle sizes, can also result in a dis-
tribution of relaxation times which yields α < 1 (see Paper I) [13]. In contrast,
a compressed KWW exponent α > 1 has been associated with non-diffusive
dynamics in jammed systems or super-diffusive dynamics during LLTs [110–
114].

Different types of motion also exhibit characteristic q-dependence for the
relaxation time τ . For directional, so-called ballistic motion, τ−1 is linearly
dependent on q. In contrast, sub-diffusive motion, often involving cage effects,
is associated with a fractional dependence where τ−1 ∝ q1/n and n> 1 [37, 111,
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Figure 3.6: (A) Different types of motions exhibited in a liquid system; At the
shortest time scales the particles undergoes ballistic (directional) motion. As the
particle attempts to escape the cage of surrounding liquid, the motion is slowed
down and re-directed, giving rise to caged dynamics (cage effects). The effective
motion resulting from small random steps over long time and length scales, is
known as diffusion. (B) A trajectory of a single water molecule from a molecular
dynamics simulation of liquid water, highlighting the strong cage effects from
the hydrogen bonding that leads to a jump-like diffusive motion.

115]. For purely diffusive motion, on the other hand, τ−1 displays a typical
quadratic dependence on q with a slope equal to the diffusion coefficient D, i.e.
τ−1 = Dq2 [12, 13]. In such case, exponent in eq. (3.29) can be directly related
to the mean-squared displacement (MSD), ⟨r2⟩= 6Dt, such that t/τ = 1

6⟨r
2⟩q2.

The diffusion coefficient can be also related to the hydrodynamic radius Rh of
the diffusing species and the viscosity of the medium η by the Stokes-Einstein
(SE) relation [116]. In particular, for a spherical particle the SE relation is
given by

D =
kBT

6πRhη(T )
, (3.30)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.

3.2.4 X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

Based on similar principles as DLS, dynamic information from speckle inten-
sity fluctuations can be obtained using parts of the electromagnetic spectrum
other than visible light. In fact, different photon energies (wavelengths) en-
able access to different ranges in momentum transfer q-space and, thus, to
different length scales r ∼ 2π/q in real space. In particular, probing structural
dynamics on molecular to atomic length scales, i.e. from tens of nanome-
ters to Ångstroms (atomic distances), requires photon energies in the order of
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Figure 3.7: A schematic of a standard X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
(XPCS) experiment. The X-ray scattering from the sample is recorded as a time
series of speckle patterns using a 2D detector. Next, the speckle intensity fluctu-
ations in detector pixels within concentric rings around the beam center, corre-
sponding to different q-values, are time-correlated to yield correlation functions
such as g2 (right). The time resolution is given by the time separation ∆t between
the recorded detector images, which is limited by the detector frame rate.

keV, or wavelengths of about 1 Å, corresponding to that of X-ray radiation.
This structural sensitivity of X-rays is utilized in the X-ray analogue of DLS,
known as X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) [3, 102, 117–121].
In addition, XPCS has the advantage of largely increased attenuation length of
X-rays compared to visible light used in DLS. This also allows XPCS to mea-
sure dynamics in highly concentrated, opaque solutions or solid samples [3,
106, 122].

A schematic of a standard XPCS experiment is shown in Fig. 3.7. Again,
the principle is the same as for DLS. An incident beam of coherent X-ray ra-
diation (see more details in section 3.3) is focused onto the sample, which
scatters the X-rays and generates a speckle pattern representing the instanta-
neous structure of the sample. During the experiment a time series of speckle
patterns are recorded using a large 2D detector placed at a distance L behind
the sample. The use of a 2D detector allows a broad momentum transfer q-
range to be measured simultaneously, where different q:s are represented by
concentric rings around the direct beam, as depicted in Fig. 3.7. To extract
the dynamical information, the speckle intensity in the consecutively recorded
frames is time-correlated, pixel by pixel, to yield correlation functions such as
g2 given in eq. (3.26). The many pixels in each q-ring enable statistical aver-
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aging of the temporal correlation over pixels p, in addition to averaging over
initial times t0, as represented by the brackets in eq. (3.26).

Resolving Heterogeneous Dynamics with Higher Order Correlations

A major advantage of XPCS is the possibility to resolve heterogeneous dynam-
ics by analysis of higher order intensity correlation functions. Such dynamical
processes include, among others, beam-induced dynamics [123], phase transi-
tions [12], glass formation and aging processes [124], as well as spatial sample
fluctuations [125]. The latter include for instance spin fluctuations in magnetic
systems [126], and potentially in liquids, as is the interest of this thesis. Specif-
ically, the two-time intensity correlation (TTC) function c2 [127] provides the
temporal evolution of the sample dynamics, i.e. the variation of the one-time
intensity correlation function g2 during the measurement time. It is computed
as

c2(q, t1, t2) =
⟨I(q, t1)I(q, t2)⟩pix

⟨I(q, t1)⟩pix⟨I(q, t2)⟩pix
, (3.31)

where I(q, t1) and I(q, t2) is the speckle intensity at the time points t1 and t2
(i.e. different frames in XPCS), respectively. With a 2D detector, as in XPCS,
the intensity correlation is averaged over all pixels within the specified q-ring,
having finite width dq (see Fig. 3.7). In contrast to the one-time correlation
function g2, there is no temporal averaging for c2, only pixel-averaging, as
emphasized by the subscript ‘pix’.

Speckle Contrast in XPCS Experiments

One of the most important aspects to consider in an XPCS experiment is the
speckle contrast β . The higher the speckle contrast, the higher the signal-
to-noise ratio of intensity correlation functions, such as the g2 function in
eq. (3.28) [102]. Firstly, the acquisition time of each measured scattering im-
age needs to be shorter than the time scale of the probed dynamics, otherwise
the motions within the sample smear out the speckles (see section 3.2.1). Ad-
ditionally, the speckle contrast depends on several experimental settings, in-
dependent of the sample dynamics, including the X-ray beam focus size σ

(see Paper II) [128] and wavelength λ , sample-to-detector distance L, detector
pixel size P, sample thickness d, momentum transfer q, and last but not least
the coherent properties of the X-rays [106].

Full resolution of a speckle pattern is attained only when the average size
of the measured speckles are at least as large as the detector pixel size, which
is typically about 50− 200 µm. Moreover, the speckle size is related to the
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beam size and sample-to-detector distance L by [106]

S = Lλ/σ , (3.32)

where λ is the X-ray wavelength. Optimizing the relation between beam size
and sample-to-detector distance to, as much as possible, fulfill the above-
mentioned criteria is therefore a key step in the XPCS experimental design.
Since beam sizes are generally limited to a few µm, XPCS experiments often
require very long experimental stations at the X-ray radiation facilities, in the
order of 5− 20 m. On the other hand, there is often a trade-off between long
sample-to-detector distance with high contrast versus high scattering intensity
on the detector, since the latter decreases with larger distance.

3.2.5 Nanofocused X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

A small X-ray beam focus size σ does not only increase the speckle contrast,
but also the spatial resolution of the sample, and thus the possibility to probe
the sample dynamics locally [129]. The outstanding coherent properties of the
new generation synchrotron X-ray radiation sources (see details in section 3.3),
such as MAX IV Laboratory in Lund, Sweden, enable nanofocused beam sizes
in the order of ≈ 100 nm [130, 131]. Especially for heterogeneous samples, a
nanofocus can potentially enhance the sensitivity to spatial heterogeneities, in-
cluding nanoscale liquid fluctuations (see Fig. 3.8A). This is the main idea be-
hind combining X-ray nanofocusing and XPCS, so-called nanofocused XPCS
(nano-XPCS). In addition, the multifold contrast increase seen for nanofocused
beam sizes (see Paper II) allows to carry out synchrotron XPCS experiments
at shorter sample-to-detector distances, with the welcome effect of increased
scattering intensity and the possibility to measure small-scale dynamics with
increased structural sensitivity at larger q. The experimental setup may addi-
tionally be combined with specialized thin sample environments, such as mi-
crofluidics [132], for maximal benefit in terms of increased spatial resolution
along the optical axis as well as speckle contrast.

Nevertheless, the use of nanobeams in XPCS does not come without chal-
lenges. These involve breakdown of usual assumptions that may not hold true
for nanobeam sizes, for instance regarding the usually applicable neglect of
number fluctuations [105] and beam divergence [133–135]. In Paper II, we
present a first experimental demonstration of nano-XPCS where we highlight
some of these challenges and suggest how to tackle them. In particular, we
derive an analysis model (see below) that can account for the large beam di-
vergence of nanofocused beams, which we observe cause a distortion in the
small-angle scattering pattern as well as affect the measured dynamics.
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Figure 3.8: Nanofocused X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). (A)
A nanofocused beam enhances sensitivity to spatial heterogeneities, e.g. in
nanoscale heterogeneities in liquids, as indicated by the highlighted region. (B)
A schematic illustrating the effect of large beam divergence on the scattering im-
age in small-angle scattering geometry. The resulting scattering intensity I is a
convolution of the divergent beam profile in the detector plane and the scattering
intensity I0 without divergence, as illustrated by the dashed circles where black
refers to the scattering contributions from the beam center, similar to that from a
beam with negligible divergence. Adapted from Ref. [128] with permission from
the American Physical Society.

Explicitly, the measured scattered intensity I can be described mathemat-
ically as a convolution of the scattered intensity I0, that would result from
a beam with negligible divergence, with a point-spread function h, given by
the divergent nanobeam profile projected onto the detector [134, 135] (see
Fig. 3.8B). That is,

I = [I0 ∗h] (v) =
∫

I0(u) ·h(v−u)du , (3.33)

where the notation ∗ indicates the mathematical operation of convolution, given
on the right-hand side in its expanded form. For example, for a dilute nanopar-
ticle solution I0 would correspond to the particle form factor intensity |F(q,R)|2.
The resultant effect of a large beam divergence is generally a shifting and
smearing out of the scattered intensity outwards from the hit of the direct beam,
i.e. towards larger q. However, the distorting effects depend on the particular
beam intensity profile, which may neither be round and nor homogeneous (see
Paper II).

A similar effect of the beam divergence also influences the measured XPCS
dynamics, i.e. the measured dynamic relaxation times τ (see Paper II). Nor-
mally, with negligible beam divergence, the relaxation time has a characteristic
dependence on q, and thus on the radial distance from the beam center, such
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as the typical τ−1 = Dq2 for diffusive dynamics. With large beam divergence
though, the map of relaxation times as a function of the radial distance from
the beam center gets distorted too, as a result of the convolution with the beam.
As depicted schematically in Fig. 3.8B, the beam convolution can be described
as a weighted average of the different scattering contributions (dashed circles)
at each point in the scattering image. Here, the dashed circles denote a spe-
cific momentum transfer q value based on the concentric point of origin within
the direct beam (solid black circle), which contribute with scattering intensity
I0(q) and has a dynamic relaxation time τ0(q), e.g. τ

−1
0 = Dq2. The resulting

relaxation times τ can therefore be expressed as a convolution of the relaxation
time τ0(q), weighted by the scattering intensity I0(q), with the point-spread
function h:

τ = (τ0 · I0)∗h /(I0 ∗h) , (3.34)

where the denominator is derived using integration by parts.
Lastly, a small scattering volume can also introduce additional dynami-

cal effects, such as a significant contribution from number fluctuations, aris-
ing from scatterers entering and leaving the volume, that leads to breakdown
of the Siegert relation (eq. (3.28)) [105, 136, 137]. Number fluctuations can
generally be avoided though, as long as the average number of scatterers ⟨N⟩
within the scattering volume V is relatively large (1/⟨N⟩≪ 1), or if the probed
length scale is much smaller than the length scale of the scattering volume, i.e.
2π/q ≪V 1/3 [105].
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3.3 Generation of coherent X-rays

This section is intended to provide a basic understanding of different X-ray
sources and generation of coherent X-rays. The descriptions are based on
Ref. [138], unless referenced otherwise.

In standard X-ray tubes, which are used in conventional table-top X-ray
diffraction (XRD) experiments, X-rays are generated by voltage-accelerated
electrons hitting a metallic anode. As the electrons decelerate, they emit a
continuous X-ray emission spectrum, called Bremsstrahlung radiation. In ad-
dition, collisions with the metal atoms cause inner electrons to be expelled.
The subsequent relaxation of an outer shell electron into the hole, accompa-
nied by the emission of a photon, gives rise to sharp X-ray emission lines.
However, the natural randomness of the process, i.e. the X-ray emission is
non-directed and unsynchronized in time, as well as efficiency limits, result in
rather low X-ray coherence and intensity. Hence, such table-top X-ray sources
cannot be used to resolve speckles, which require high coherent flux, and their
application are therefore generally limited to measuring average or static scat-
tering patterns. Instead, measuring dynamics from X-ray speckle patterns by
XPCS requires the use of coherent X-rays, provided by synchrotron X-ray ra-
diation or X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs).

An X-ray synchrotron radiation facility generally consists of four main
parts: an electron source, a linear accelerator (LINAC), a booster ring and
storage ring. From the electron source, the electrons are led into the LINAC
where they are accelerated to extremely high speed. The electrons are further
accelerated in a booster ring, after which they are injected into a final storage
ring. Here, the highly energetic electrons (in the order of GeV) travel around
in a large circle, their circular path being directed by the use of bending mag-
nets. Inside the storage ring, the electrons pass through various components
which, in addition to bending magnets, include series of alternating dipole
magnets called wigglers and undulators, all of which generate X-ray radiation.
Already the first generation of synchrotron radiation facilities produced X-rays
with brilliance, a measure of coherent X-ray flux, about 6 orders of magnitude
larger than the conventional table-top X-ray sources. Today, with the emer-
gence of the fourth generation synchrotrons [139], like MAX IV Laboratory
in Lund, Sweden [140], the brilliance is approaching that of XFELs, 20 orders
of magnitude larger.

Synchrotron X-ray radiation is generated when a magnetic field forces an
electron to arch its trajectory (i.e. the Lorentz force) and accelerate radially to-
wards the center of the arc. The energy of the generated X-rays depends on the
electron energy and on the magnitude of the magnetic field, while the X-ray
power in addition depends on the length of the electron trajectory within the
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magnetic field and on the current of electrons. Unlike bending magnets, where
the electron path is bent only once, the series of alternating dipole magnets of
wigglers and undulators provide a sinusoidal magnetic field, which forces the
electrons to oscillate. The oscillatory electron motion, i.e. repeated bending of
the electron trajectory, increases the total flux of the X-ray radiation. Increas-
ing the number of oscillation periods results in a smaller angular divergence,
a measure of how much the beam size increase with distance from the source,
such that the generated X-ray beam becomes more collimated and directed.
Undulators are longer than wigglers and the electrons oscillate with smaller
amplitude, yielding a more collimated beam. This also produces a sharp line
spectrum due to the interference of spatially overlapping X-ray waves.

In contrast to synchrotron radiation, which is considered a continuous X-
ray source, XFELs produce a series of extremely intense and temporally short
(in the order of femtoseconds) X-ray pulses. At XFELs, the X-rays are only
generated in a LINAC, using a set of very long undulators. The use of these
long undulators causes the radiated field from the oscillating electrons to even-
tually reach such strength that a process known as self-amplified spontaneous
emission (SASE) is realized. In simple terms, the cloud of electrons travel-
ling through the undulator start to respond to the electromagnetic field that is
generated. The radiated field causes the large bunch of electrons to localize
into smaller bunches. In turn, the spatially modulated electron bunches gen-
erate stronger radiation due to coherence and constructive interference, which
modulates the electrons into even more compressed “micro-bunches”. The
feedback-loop finally saturates when the electron micro-bunches are separated
spatially by the X-ray wavelength.
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4. Summary of Results

4.1 Probing Nanoscale Fluctuations in Aqueous Solutions

The heart of thesis work commences in Paper I, where we investigate the char-
acter of the hypothesized HDL-LDL fluctuations in liquid water from the so-
lute’s perspective. Specifically, we study how these fluctuations manifest in
solute diffusive dynamics, and explore the validity of the SE relation for solute
diffusion in supercooled water, since its breakdown is hypothesized to origi-
nate from increasingly heterogeneous dynamics upon cooling [30, 32]. Using
DLS (see Fig. 3.5), we measure the temperature-dependent diffusive dynam-
ics for nanomolecular probes, from silica nanoparticles in the order of 100 nm
to molecular-sized (≈ 1 nm) polyhydroxylated fullerenes (PHF), hypothesiz-
ing that the influence from water fluctuations, and the validity of the SE rela-
tion, may depend on the relative size of the probe and the spatial domains (see
schematic in Fig. 4.1A).

However, independent of their size, we find that the probes display similar
diffusive dynamics with an activation energy EA ≈ 23 kJ/mol, within the in-
vestigated temperature range (260−300 K). Moreover, using the SE relation,
we extract the temperature-dependent viscosity experienced by the probes, and
find that it is consistent with the macroscopic viscosity obtained from rheology.
Thus, we find that the SE relation is preserved for all probes, down to molec-
ular scales of ≈ 1 nm (see Fig. 4.1B). In contrast, the anomalously fast wa-
ter self-diffusion upon supercooling (data from Ref. [144]) suggests that water
molecules effectively experience lower viscosity, i.e. friction from their imme-
diate surrounding, compared to the probes, resulting in breakdown of the SE
relation. Based on the absence of size dependence in the diffusive dynamics,
and the SE preservation, of the nanomolecular probes, we conclude that any
critical probe size, below which probe dynamics is significantly influenced by
water fluctuations, is likely on sub-nm length scales. Alternatively, the fluctua-
tions do not significantly influence the probe dynamics on longer length scales
(≈ 0.1−1 µm) related to the measurement q-range (≈ 0.01−0.02 nm−1).

In Paper II, we develop a different experimental approach to capture liq-
uid dynamics with sensitivity to nanoscale heterogeneities. Rather than using
small particles as tracers of the surrounding liquid environment, we utilize the
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Figure 4.1: Paper I: Diffusive dynamics of nanomolecular probes in supercooled
water. (A) A schematic illustrating the main idea behind the experiment; to ex-
plore the dependence on probe size in the diffusive dynamics of nanomolecular
probes in supercooled water, which is hypothesized to be a fluctuating, spatially
heterogeneous mixture of high- and low density liquid (HDL in yellow, LDL in
blue). (B) The viscosity as a function of temperature. Red filled circles indicate
the viscosity derived from dynamic light scattering measurements of the diffusion
coefficient of polyhydroxylated fullerenes (PHF) that coincides with solid line
indicating the macroscopic viscosity from rheology (Refs. [141–143]). In con-
trast, the viscosity derived from the self-diffusion of water molecules (Ref. [144])
is lower and increases more slowly upon supercooling (dashed line). The in-
set shows the effectively constant radius of PHF versus temperature, indicating
preservation of the Stokes-Einstein relation within the temperature range. Repro-
duced from Ref. [13] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

spatial resolution of a small probing beam (see Fig. 3.8A). At the NanoMAX
beamline at MAX IV [130, 145], the world’s first 4th generation synchrotron
radiation facility in Lund, Sweden [146], we conducted the first prototype ex-
periment using nanofocused XPCS (nano-XPCS) for extracting dynamic in-
formation. The use of nanobeams (in the order of 100 nm) was combined
with a state-of-the-art X-ray detector based on the Timepix3 chip [147, 148],
allowing access to dynamics on microsecond and, potentially, even nanosec-
ond time scales. Furthermore, the nano-XPCS experiments were carried out
in SAXS geometry on prototypical nanoparticle suspensions (see schematic in
Fig. 4.2A), and the effect of beam size on the measured dynamics was inves-
tigated by shifting the sample position along the optical axis of the divergent
nanofocused beam.

We experimentally confirm that the use of nanobeams has the clear ad-
vantage of multi-fold increase in speckle contrast, which markedly improves
signal-to-ratio (SNR), compared conventional micron-sized X-ray beams (see
Fig. 4.2B). Nevertheless, comparison with theoretical models indicates that
there is still substantial room for contrast improvement by minimizing the sam-
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Figure 4.2: Paper II: Experimental demonstration of nanofocused X-ray photon
correlation spectroscopy (nano-XPCS). (A) A schematic overview of the nano-
XPCS experiment carried out at the NanoMAX beamline at MAX IV. Dynamics
of nanoparticle suspensions were measured in small-angle scattering (SAXS) ge-
ometry with a nanofocused X-ray beam (beam size σ ≈ 100 nm) and microsec-
ond resolution using the state-of-the-art Tristan detector. (B) The use of X-ray
nanobeams results in strongly increased speckle contrast as demonstrated here in
the intercept of the measured autocorrelation function g2 of nanoparticle suspen-
sions as a function of beam size σ . Reprinted from Ref. [128] with permission
from the American Physical Society.

ple thickness (1 mm in the current experiment) along the optical axis, which
would also maximize the spatial resolution. Furthermore, we show how the
large angular divergence of nanofocused beams affects the SAXS lineshape
and the measured diffusive dynamics, and demonstrate how these effects can
be accounted for by deriving an analytical model involving a convolution with
the divergent beam. We hypothesize that the influence of the beam divergence
can be minimized by measuring at larger momentum transfer q, taking advan-
tage of the increased contrast from nanobeams and emerging X-ray detector
technologies, that allow to measure faster dynamics. In conclusion, the re-
sults in Paper II experimentally demonstrate the combination of coherent X-
ray nanobeams with XPCS, and its promising potential for resolving spatially
heterogeneous dynamics.

4.2 Resolving Liquid-Liquid Transitions in Aqueous So-
lutions

In Paper I, we studied the influence of water fluctuations on solutes. Contin-
uing these investigations in Paper III-IV, we look instead from the perspec-
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Figure 4.3: Paper III: Indications of a first-order like liquid-liquid transition
(LLT) in deeply supercooled 16.5 mol% glycerol-water solution after quenching
to T = 172±4 K. (A) The peak position qmax from wide-angle X-ray scattering
(WAXS) and (B) the enhancement of the average ultra small-angle X-ray scatter-
ing (USAXS) intensity ⟨I⟩q (0.01 ≤ q ≤ 0.2 nm−1) as a function of waiting time
tw. The different coloring indicate three stages of liquid transformation; initial
liquid state (green), rapidly changing liquid structure during an LLT (red), and
formation of ice crystallites (blue). (C) The TTC function showing the advent
of a TTC signal coincident with the rapid changes in the WAXS and USAXS.
Here, delay times t1 and t2 both relate to the waiting time tw and the white dotted
and solid lines indicate the onset of USAXS enhancement and ice crystalliza-
tion. The temporal evolution of the dynamics as a function the waiting time can
be followed along the TTC diagonal (where t1 = t2). Reprinted from Paper III
(manuscript).

tive of water and investigate how the addition of solutes modulates the HDL-
LDL transitions in the phase diagram. Using binary solutions of water and
the small polar-organic cryoprotectant molecule glycerol as model system, we
explore the solution structure and dynamics within the supercooled regime of
the glycerol-water phase diagram.

In Paper III, we investigate supercooled glycerol-water solutions at in-
termediate glycerol concentrations (16.5 mol%) by conducting synchrotron
experiments at PETRA III (DESY). Here, we combine XPCS in the ultra-
small angle scattering (USAXS) range and WAXS, allowing us to simulta-
neously acquire dynamical information at nanometer length scales and mon-
itor the changes in the liquid inter-atomic structure, such as ice crystalliza-
tion. Following quenching (moderate cooling rate 20 K/min) of the solution
to T = 172 ± 4 K, we observe a sudden and rapid shift of the liquid peak
position in WAXS towards lower q (red-colored range, Fig. 4.3A), prior to
the onset of ice crystallization (blue-colored range, Fig. 4.3A). The latter is
evident from the subsequent appearance of ice bragg peaks in the WAXS pat-
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tern, indicating formation of ice crystallites. Concurrent with the changes in
the inter-atomic liquid structure, there is a strong enhancement of the USAXS
intensity indicating micro-scale heterogenieties (Fig. 4.3B), as well as a dis-
continuous emergence of a TTC signal (Fig.4.3C). We interpret these obser-
vations, in particular the discontinuous nature of the transition in the structure
and dynamics, as indications of a first-order-like LLT, preceding ice crystallite
formation. Analysis of the TTC allows to follow the temporal evolution of the
nanoscale dynamics during the initial LLT stage, before freezing, which re-
veals a gradual slowdown. In addition, the dynamics exhibit characteristics of
ballistic-like super-diffusive motion, consistent with an LLT via spinodal de-
composition (SD) [113, 114]. We conclude that our results indeed are in line
with the hypothesis of a liquid-liquid phase coexistence line at ambient pres-
sure in deeply supercooled glycerol-water solutions at intermediate glycerol
concentrations [75].

In contrast to intermediate glycerol concentration, the supercooled regime
of dilute glycerol-water solutions is vastly unexplored and inaccessible due to
freezing. To experimentally access the dilute supercooled regime, we utilize
in Paper IV the rapid evaporative cooling approach combined with ultrafast
X-ray scattering at SACLA XFEL (see Fig. 4.4A). In this approach, micro-
droplets (18.7 µm diameter) of the dilute solution (3.2 mol% glycerol-water)
are rapidly cooled by evaporation in vacuum, which allows to outrun ice nu-
cleation and reach temperatures down to T ≈ 229 K in the deeply supercooled
regime. The instantaneous droplet temperature depends on the evaporation
time (millisecond time scales), i.e. on the travel distance from the droplet dis-
penser (Fig. 4.4A). Since the probability that the droplets freeze is significant
at lower temperature, some droplets remain in the metastable liquid state while
others freeze. Thus, to selectively capture the supercooled liquid state there is
a need to use ultrafast probing. The use of intense femtosecond XFEL pulses
allows to record X-ray scattering patterns of the microdroplets on a single-
shot basis (i.e. one XFEL pulse is used to generate a scattering pattern from
a single droplet), and recordings from frozen droplets (evident from the ice
bragg peaks in WAXS) can be discarded in the post-analysis [9, 21]. In this
experiment, we additionally use a large-area detector to capture the WAXS and
SAXS range simultaneously, allowing us to observe the local liquid structure
as well as density fluctuations. We further complement the X-ray scattering
experiments with MD simulations of the glycerol-water system.

From the experimental results in Paper IV, we observe that the first struc-
ture factor peak position S1 (from WAXS) of 3.2 mol% glycerol-water solu-
tion shifts towards lower momentum transfer q upon cooling (see Fig. 4.4B).
This trend is consistent with our complementary MD simulations, as well as
with similar experiments on pure water [9], where the shift indicates a higher
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Figure 4.4: Paper IV: Capturing the structure factor of deeply supercooled
3.2 mol% glycerol-water. (A) A schematic of the experiment carried out at
SACLA X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL). 18.7-µm sized droplets of 3.2 mol%
glycerol-water solution are evaporatively cooled and probed by small- and wide-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS, WAXS) using ultrashort X-ray pulses. (B) The
scattering patterns of evaporatively supercooled 3.2 mol% glycerol-water solu-
tion at different temperatures, over a q-range from SAXS to WAXS. The in-
set highlights the strong enhancement of the SAXS intensity upon supercooling.
Reprinted from Paper IV (manuscript).

degree of tetrahedral coordination associated with more LDL at lower temper-
atures [9, 21, 149]. An increase of LDL-like water in the supercooled glycerol-
water solution is additionally supported by analysis of the local structure index
(LSI) in the MD simulations, which indicate that the average LSI per water
molecule increases upon cooling. In the experimental results, we further ob-
serve enhancement of the SAXS signal upon supercooling (Fig. 4.4B inset),
indicative of increasing density fluctuations. Similar to pure water [97], the
isothermal compressibility κT extracted from analysis of the SAXS signal in-
creases monotonically with a power-law like behaviour within the experimen-
tal temperature range (T ≳ 229 K). Below the experimental range, the MD
simulations suggest the existence of an isothermal compressibility maximum
at Tmax ≈ 220 K, indicating the location of a Widom line at ambient pressure,
slightly shifted to lower temperature compared to pure bulk water [9, 97].
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, we have explored the role of molecular heterogeneities in the
structural dynamics of aqueous solutions, using the coherent properties of vis-
ible lasers and X-rays. We have presented experimental investigations on the
relation between the LLCP hypothesis of water, that predicts local fluctuations
between HDL and LDL, and the presence of solutes in aqueous solutions. In
addition, we have made significant progress in the method development of
XPCS for extracting structural dynamic information, in particular nanoscale
fluctuations, utilizing the increase of coherence at the new DLSRs, such as
MAXIV synchrotron radiation facility in Lund, Sweden. The results presented
herein contribute to our fundamental understanding of the properties of water,
and its unique and essential role as a solvent in nature and for living processes.

So what have we learned? While more experimental and simulation studies
in recent years present evidence that support the LLCP hypothesis of water [9–
12, 22–24, 28], little is known about its impact on the structure and dynamics
of aqueous solutions. Herein, we explored the influence of the hypothesized
HDL-LDL fluctuations on the dynamics of differently sized nanomolecular
probes in dilute supercooled aqueous solutions (Paper I). In contrast to the
self-diffusion of water molecules, our findings indicate that the diffusive dy-
namic behaviour of the probes preserves the Stokes-Einstein relation, inde-
pendent of the probe size down to molecular scales of ≈ 1 nm. These results
for ambient temperature to moderate supercooling (T ≥ 260 K) may suggest
that the hypothesized water fluctuations mainly influence dynamics on sub-nm
length scales. While collective nano- to macro scale solute dynamics might be
less affected, it does not exclude the possibility of the fluctuations having sub-
stantial effects on atomic to molecular dynamics, such as intramolecular mo-
tions involved in chemical or biomolecular reactions and processes. Moroever,
our experiments on deeply supercooled glycerol-water solutions indicate that
HDL- and LDL-like liquids and their fluctuations can be vividly present and
significantly affect the solution behavior (Paper III, IV).

Using rapid evaporative cooling and ultrafast X-ray scattering at SACLA
XFEL, we probed the liquid structure of dilute glycerol-water solution (3.2 mol%)
below the homogenous nucleation limit (Paper IV). Here, we measured a
strong enhancement of the SAXS intensity and the isothermal compressibility.
Simultaneously, the shift of the first structure factor peak in WAXS to lower
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momentum transfer q upon supercooling can be related to increased tetrahe-
dral coordination, associated more LDL-like liquid. Hence, the enhancements
could indicate the increase in HDL- and LDL-like fluctuations in the vicinity
of a Widom line present in these aqueous solutions. Our complementary MD
simulations support these experimental observations and further predicts a shift
of the Widom line location to lower temperatures. Moreover, we measured
glycerol-water solutions at higher glycerol concentrations (16.5 mol%) in syn-
chrotron radiation experiments performed at PETRA III, DESY (Paper III).
In these experiments, we were able to temporally resolve discontinuous liquid
structural transformations in WAXS and USAXS, as well as dynamics from
XPCS, in the deeply supercooled regime. Our observations here are consis-
tent with a first-order-like LLT at ambient pressure, where the LLT precedes
the onset ice crystallization. Combined, the findings from our investigations
of glycerol-water solutions suggest that glycerol molecules influence the local
structure of the hydrogen-bond network of water in a way similar to pressure.
Thus, the location of a possible LLCP in these solutions may be accessible by
exploring several different glycerol concentrations. In any case, these results
support the relevance of HDL- and LDL-like water fluctuations in aqueous
solutions and their supercooled phase behavior. The latter can be of particu-
lar practical importance for cryopreservation of biological material, which of-
ten utilizes aqueous solutions of cryoprotectants, such as glycerol, to suppress
freezing [60, 74, 150].

To resolve the origin of the anomalous properties of water, the develop-
ment of experimental techniques has proved crucial [9–12, 21, 37]. In this
work, we have taken additional steps to shed light on the behaviour aqueous
solutions, in which nanoscale spatial fluctuations could play an important role
while their relation to the complex structural dynamics remains to be better
understood. Through our prototype experiment performed at NanoMAX syn-
chrotron beamline, MAXIV, we successfully demonstrated experimentally for
the first time the use of nanofocused XPCS for measuring structural dynamics
(Paper II). We showed that the use of this technique has the potential to re-
solve nanoscale fluctuations in solutions and other systems across fields. Fur-
thermore, combining the gain in speckle contrast and spatial resolution from
nanofocused X-ray beams with novel detector technologies, could potentially
provide access to vastly unexplored atomic- to nanoscale dynamics on micro-
to nanosecond time scales. A strategic next step in the development of XPCS
in these directions would be to conduct nanofocused XPCS experiments on
samples with thin sample thickness, thereby maximize the gain in speckle con-
trast, and at larger momentum transfer q, which targets smaller length scales
and where the influence from the nanobeam divergence should be less pro-
nounced.
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Looking ahead to future investigations, we are expanding on our capa-
bilities towards accessing atomic-scale liquid dynamics on picosecond time
scales. These dynamics, which can give insights into dynamic heterogeneities
such as cage effects, can be accessed by X-ray speckle visibility spectroscopy
(XSVS) which utilizes the high degree of coherence and ultrashort X-ray pulses
of XFELs [37, 120, 151]. In this case, the decay of the speckle contrast (visibil-
ity) recorded from a pair of XFEL pulses, as a function of the picosecond pulse
separation, is used to directly measure the intermediate scattering function in
the time domain. Previous experimental attempts of this technique has suffered
from weak scattering intensity from the sample, and from low speckle contrast
from angular mismatch between the two pulses [152–154]. To tackle these
issues, we are planning to perform an XSVS experiment to measure the dy-
namics in DMSO-water solutions, utilizing instead the new amplitude-splitting
method recently available at LCLS XFEL, US. Here, the presence of DMSO
will contribute to increasing scattering intensity due to the higher scattering
power of the sulphur atom compared to pure water, as tested previously [37,
154]. These efforts will lay the foundation for future XSVS experiments to re-
solve ultrafast molecular dynamics, which may hold important clues to under-
standing structural dynamics in aqueous solutions and other complex liquids.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Vatten är en livsnödvändig vätska, men det har länge saknats en fullständig
förklaring till vattens många underliga egenskaper, till exempel dess densitets-
maximum vid 4◦C. Enligt en teori kan vatten existera i två flytande tillstånd
- så kallad högdensitets- och lågdensitetsvätska (HDL, LDL). Vid normalt at-
mosfärstryck spår man att vatten fluktuerar mellan dessa två tillstånd, och ju
kallare vattnet är, desto mer intensiva blir fluktuationerna. För att bevisa hypo-
tesen krävs dock avancerade experimentella mätningar av flytande vatten kylt
under frystpunkten, så kallat underkylt vatten.

Om de förutspådda vattenfluktuationerna existerar kan de ha stor inverkan
på hur vatten interagerar med andra ämnen, inte minst i biologiska processer
som i stort sett sker i vattenlösning. I den här forskningsavhandlingen utfors-
kar vi hur små variationer i molekylär sammansättning kan påverka vattnets
beteende, samt hur olika lösningsämnen interagerar med vatten och med de
förmodade vattenfluktuationerna. För att göra detta använder vi avancerad tek-
nik såsom koherent ljus- och röntgenspridning, som gör det möjligt att studera
vätskans struktur och strukturella dynamik på mikroskopiska längdskalor.

Med dynamisk ljusspridning (DLS) följer vi hur molekyler och nanopartik-
lar diffunderar i underkylt vatten. Förvånansvärt nog verkar partiklarna känna
av en liknande dynamisk omgivning när de rör sig i vattnet, oavsett partiklar-
nas storlek. Detta kan antyda att de hypotetiska vattenfluktuationerna främst
influerar lösningsämnen på mindre, atomära längdskalor. Vi granskar också
hur närvaron av små organiska molekyler påverkar vattnets beteende, och an-
vänder oss av glycerol-vattenlösningar som ett modellsystem. Genom ultra-
snabb röntgenspridning vid röntgen-fri-elektronlasrar (X-ray free-electron la-
sers, XFELs), kan vi studera hur vätskestrukturen förändras vid extrem under-
kylning. Våra resultat antyder att det existerar fluktuationer liknande HDL och
LDL även i vatten blandat med andra ämnen, alltså inte enbart i rent vatten.

Slutligen, med målet att utveckla kraftfulla verktyg för att förstå den struk-
turella dynamiken i komplexa system, inklusive vattenlösningar, utför vi expe-
riment som för första gången kombinerar nanofokuserade röntgenstrålar med
dynamiska mätningar genom så kallad röntgen-foton-korrelationsspektroskopi
(X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy, XPCS). Genom att använda denna tek-
nik kan vi utforska fluktuationer i vätskestrukturen på nanometerskala och dess
betydelse för vätskors komplexa beteende. Detta arbeta lägger grunden för en
fortsatt spännande resa mot att förstå vattnets mysterier, likväl som vattnets
roll som livsviktig vätska i biologiska system, på molekylär nivå.
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